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Abstract 
Moussa. 0.. Central Nullstellensatze in real analytic geometry, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 77 (1992) 155-167. 
WC give an algebraic characterization for ideals of analytic functions vanishing on subsets of 
real analytic sets consisting of central points (i.e., those where the dimension is maximal). We 
discuss first the local case, and then the case of compact global analytic sets. So we obtain two 
central Nullstellensatze in real analytic geometry. 
Introduction 
In real analytic geometry, several works have been devoted to the Null- 
stellensatze; in the local analytic case, Risler [9] (and Merrien [6] in the formal 
case) gave a simple algebraic characterization for the ideals of real analytic set 
germs similar to the one obtained for ideals of real algebraic sets: an ideal I of 
qx,, . .1 x,,] is the ideal of a real analytic set germ if and only if it satisfies 
fY+... +f;Ez + AEZ, i=l,..., s. 
Afterwards, Ruiz [ll] extended this result to the compact global analytic case. 
Here, we are interested in the characterization of ideals of analytic functions 
vanishing on subsets of real analytic sets consisting of central points (Definition 
2.2). We obtain the central Nullstellensatze (Theorems 2.11 and 3.16) for real 
analytic geometry. Note that, in real algebraic geometry, an analogous result has 
been proved by Brumfiel [3]; a simplified proof is due to Saliba [14]. 
In this paper, the proofs of the central Nullstellensatze are based on the general 
theory of real spectra [l]. Following a well-known pattern, we set up a suitable 
tool, the tilde operator, which allows us to go from geometric situations to 
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algebraic ones and vice-versa. We rely on results established by Ruiz in [lo], [ll] 
and [13]. 
1. Preliminaries on real spectra 
Let A be a commutative ring with unit. We denote by c A2 the set of sums of 
squares of elements of A. We start with some results and notations related to the 
general theory of real spectra. For more details, we refer to [l]. 
Definition 1.1. A subset PC A is a cone of A if it satisfies: 
(1) P+ PCP, 
(2) PPC P, 
(3) c A’c P. 
Moreover, P is a proper cone if -1 $! P. 
Definition 1.2. Let P be a cone of A. We define the P-radical of an ideal I of A to 
be the ideal 
We say that I is P-radical when I = fi. In particular, I is real if and only if it is 
c A2-radical. 
Definition 1.3. Let A be a domain and K its quotient field. An ideal I C A is 
central if and only if it is P-radical with P = A II c K”. 
Proposition 1.4 [ 1, Proposition 4.2.61. Let P C A be a cone and I C A an ideal. 
Then $‘? is the intersection of the prime P-radical ideals of A containing I (or it is A 
if no prime P-radical ideal contains t). 0 
Definition 1.5. A prime cone cy of A is a proper cone such that ab E (Y implies 
aEaorbE-au. 
The intersection LY f’ - cr is then a real prime ideal of A, which is called the 
support of A and denoted by supp(a). We denote by k(supp(a)) the quotient field 
of A/supp(c~) and by k(a) the real closure of k(supp(cu)) with respect to the 
ordering induced by (Y. The image of an element f E A by the canonical map 
A+ k(a) is denoted by f(a). So f(a)>0 means f $?-a and f(a) =0 means 
f E SUPP(“). 
The real spectrum of A is the set of prime cones of A, denoted by Spec,(A). It 
is a topological space, with a basis of open sets consisting of the subsets 
{a E Spec,(A): f,(a) > 0, . , f,(a) > O> , 
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where f, E A, 1 5 i I s. If (Y and p are two elements of Spec,(A), we have (Y C /? if 
and only if /3 Cclos({cw}). A constructible subset C of Spec,(A) is a subset of the 
form 
C = 0 {a E Spec,(A): f,.,(a) >O, . . , i.,(a) >O, g,(a) = 0) . 
,=I 
fi.,d, E A 
and we define the dimension of C by 
dim(C) = sup{dim(a): (Y E C} , 
where dim(a) is the Krull dimension of A/supp(cr). If A is a domain and K its 
quotient field, then Spec,(K) may be identified with a subspace of Spec,(A) via 
the map j3 * p f? A from Spec,(K) to Spec,(A). 
Proposition 1.6. Let A be a domain and K its quotient field. If J is a central prime 
ideal of A, then there exists (Y E Spec,(A) and /3 E Spec,(K) such that j3 n A C (Y 
and that supp(a) = 1. In particular, a! E clos(Spec,(K)). 
Proof. It follows, as a particular case, of Proposition 4.3.8 in [l]. 0 
2. Central Nullstellensatz for germs 
Let R C IR” be an open set and S C R be a real analytic set. For a E S, we 
denote by (!Tc the ring of germs of real analytic functions at a, and by S, the 
analytic germ of S at a; and if 9(Sg) C OE is the ideal of germs of functions 
vanishing on S,, we denote the ring 0E/9(S,) by O[S,]. If I C O[S,] is an ideal, 
Z.sc(Z) C .S, denotes its zero set germ. 
For generalities about analytic and semianalytic germs, sets of regular points 
and notion of dimension, we refer to [S], [5] and [12]. First of all, recall the 
following well-known lemma: 
Lemma 2.1 (Noether’s normalisation lemma). Let Sg be an irreducible analytic set 
germ at 0~ R”, with dim(S,) = k. Then, after a suitable change of coordinates in 
[w”, the canonical homomorphism 
B=lR{x,, . . , xk} -+ A = LQ{x,, 3 x,,> QW,) 
is injective and finite. Furthermore, if K is the quotient field of A, and L that of B, 
the minimal polynomial P of the class xk +, modulo 9(S,) over L is a Weierstrass 
polynomial in B[x,+ i 1, and its discriminant 6 E B\(O) veri$es 
6(x,, . . . 3 x~).ACB+X~+,.B+..+X~+~~-~.B, 
where q is the degree of P. Cl 
A proof is in [S, Proposition 3, p. 351. 
Remark. By translating Lemma 2.1 into geometric terms, we see that the 
scmianalytic germ (S\(S = Oj),, has finitely many connected components, each of 
them an analytic manifold -germ of dimension k. Hence (S\{6 = 0}), C 
(Reg,(S)),, where Reg,(S) is the set of regular points of S with dimension k. 
Let us introduce the following: 
Definition 2.2. Consider a E S, such that the analytic germ S, is irreducible of 
dimension k. Then the germ of central points of S at the point a is defined and 
denoted by 
Cent(S,) = {x E S: dim(S,) = k}l, 
We have an other useful description of Cent(S,): 
Proposition 2.3. 
where the closure is with respect to the euclidean topology. 
Proof. Since (S\{ 6 = 0}), C (Reg,(S)), C Cent(S,), it is sufficient to prove 
Cent(S,) C (clos(S\{S = O})),. Let y_ E S such that y_@clos(S\{6 = O}). Then 
there exists an open neighborhood U of y in R with U n (S\{S = 0)) = 8, hence 
S n U C S n {S = 0} _ Now, if y is arbitrarily close to a, we have - 
dim(S,) = dim((S fl U),) 2 dim((S fl (6 = 0}),) < dim(S,) = k . 
L L 
So yf;C{s E S: dim(S,) = k}, as we claimed. q - 
Remark. Note that Proposition 2.3 also shows that Cent(S,) is a semianalytic 
subgerm of S,. 
Proposition 2.4 (Specialization lemma). Let S, be a real irreducible analytic set 
germ with dim(S,) = k. Let f7, . . . , f, be nonzero elements of A = Q[S,] with 
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representatives f,, . . . , f, in Qg. Let K b e t h e quotient field of A. The following 
assertions are equivalent: 
6) {I? >O,. T f, >O>, n O%(S)), # fJ 3 
(ii) {a E Spec,(K): f,(cr) > 0, . . . , f,(a) > 0} Z 0. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) We have that 
{f, >o,. . . , f, >O>, n (WMN,f0 
and the dimension of this semianalytic set germ is k. Now suppose that 
{a E Spec,(K): f,(a) > 0, . . . , f,(a) > 0} = 0. 
It follows (cf. [l, Chapter 41) that the cone PC K generated by f,, . . . .f,_is not 
proper. Hence -1 E P, and we have -h* = g’q +. . . + S,‘c, where g,l,,h E A, 
h # 0, and the t]‘s are finite products of functions among f,, . . . , f,. This equality 
implies 
{f,>O,..., &.>O} nS,c{h=O}nS, 
and the right-hand-side germ is of dimension <k since S, is irreducible. So we 
found a contradiction. 
(ii)+(i) W’th t 1 I ou oss of generality we may suppose a = 0 E [w”. If S = [w”, the 
implication is proved in [9] as a generalization to convergent series of a theorem of 
Artin concerning polynomials. Now let us prove the implication for any irreduc- 
ible analytic set germ. We use the notations and the results of Lemma 2.1. The 
discriminant 6 of the minimal polynomial P E B[x,+,] of G over L verifies 
6 $Z.ZJ(S,), and for each 1 E A, i = 1, . . . , s, there exists h, E B[x,+,] such that 
6 ‘.fi = hi (mod ,a(,~$,)). Recall that P(x,, . . , xk, xk+ ,) E $(S,). Since, by hypoth- 
esis, there is some total ordering of A with f, > 0, . , f, > 0, it follows that the 
polynomial P(x,, . . , xk, xk+,) E B[x,+, ] has a simple root in some ordered 
extension of B making h,, , h,y strictly positive. Now, by elimination of 
quantifiers, the existence of a simple root of a polynomial making some other 
polynomials strictly positive in some ordered extension is equivalent (in the theory 
of ordered fields) to a positive boolean combination (i.e. disjunction of conjunc- 
tions) of strict inequalities on polynomial expressions in the coefficients. Here the 
coefficients are in aB{x,, . , xk}. By the result of Risler mentioned above, we 
have, for an arbitrarily small open neighborhood U’ C lWk of &‘E Rk, a point 
x&’ E U’ such that 6(x’) # 0 and satisfying this boolean combination. By the 
property of this boolean combination, there is xk+, E [w such that P(x’_ x~+~) =0 
and hi@‘_xk+,)>O, i=l,.. ., s. By the remark after Lemma 2.1, this proves 
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that 
Corollary 2.5. Let fE A; then Cent(S,) C {fzO}, fl S, if and only iffy C K*. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, the property Cent(S,) C {f 2 O}l! n S, is equivalent to 
I-001,” Reg,(S,) = 0, which, according to Proposition 2.5, means Va E 
Spec,(K), f(a) 2 0, i.e., using Artin-Schreier theory, fE c K’. 0 
Proposition 2.6 (Artin-Lang theorem for germs). Ler f,, . . . , f,, g be elemenis of 
A = Q[S,]. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(9 {f,>O,... , f, > 0, g = wn f-7 s, + 0 3 
- 
(ii) {(Y E Spec,(A): f,(a) > 0, . . . , f,(a) > 0, g(a) = 0} f 0 . 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) Let 
By decomposing the smallest analytic subgerm of S, containing TX into its 
irreducible components, we can assume without loss of generality that, if V,, = 
{g = Ojn n SET then W,) = $(T,) and that this ideal is prime. Then, using 
Proposition 2.4, we find a prime cone (Y E Spec,(A) with support .9(V,) verifying 
f,((.y)>O,...,f,(~)>O. 
(ii)+(i) Consider (Y E Spec,(A) such that E(a) > 0, . . , f,(a) > 0, g(a) = 0. 
By Proposition 2.4, we have 
{f, > 0, . . , f, > O>< n Cent(H,) f: 0 ) 
where H, = ~~,(supp(~)). S ince g E supp(cw), it follows that 
Proposition 2.7 (Tilde operator for semianalytic germs). There is an isomorphism 
(the tilde operator) from the boolean algebra of semianalytic subgerms of SC to the 
boolean algebra of constructible subsets of Spec,(0’[S,]), defined by 
To= If >OI$S, - Fg = {(Y E Spec,(S[S,]): f(a) > 0} , 
where 7~ 6[S,]. 
Proof. The fact that the tilde operator is well defined comes from (ii)+(i) in 
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Proposition 2.6. It is obviously surjective. The fact that it is surjective follows 
immediately from (i) 3 (ii) in Proposition 2.6. q 
We shall denote ??E = Spec,(O[S,]). 
We shall need some topological properties of the tilde operator. They follow 
from the fact that an open semianalytic germ may be given by a finite disjunction 
of finite conjunctions of strict inequalities on analytic functions germs [5]. As a 
consequence, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.8. The tilde operator preserves interiors and closures. 0 
Proposition 2.9. Let T, C S, be an analytic subgerrn. Then 
dim(T,) = sup{dim(a): LY E Fg} = dim(‘ic) . 
Proof. First remark that the proof of Proposition 2.6 shows that there exists 
(Y E ?‘c such that dim(a) = dim(T,). Conversely, consider cx E Fg. For all f E 
9( T,), we have f(a) = 0, and hence ,a( T,) C sups. So 
dim(a) 5 dim(O[S,]/4(T,)) = dim(T,) 0 
Proposition 2.10. Let S, be an irreducible analytic germ, and let K be the fraction 
field of O[S,]. W e consider Spec,(K) as a subspace of SC. Then 
clos(Spec,( K)) = Gag) 
Proof. Consider (Y E SpsK) such that (Y JZC~S~). Then by Proposition 
2.9, dim(a) 4 dim(S,\Cent(S,)) < dim(S,). But since (Y E Spec,(K), we have 
dim(a) = dim(S,). This is a contradiction. We have proved Spec,(K) C CaSs,), 
and hence by Proposition 2.8, since CSS,) is closed, we have 
clos(Spec,(K)) C CqS,) . 
We prove now the reverse inclusion. Consider (Y E CzSE). For all semianalytic 
open germs Ta C S, such that (Y E Cent( T,), one has T, fl Cent(S,) # 0 and hence 
dim( T,) = dim(S,). Then, following Proposition 2.9, we have Fg-fl Spec,(K) # 0. 
Since these ?i form a basis of neighborhoods of (Y, we have (Y E 
clos(Spec,(K)). 0 
Theorem 2.11 (Central Nullstellensatz for germs). Let S, be an irreducible analytic 
germ, and let K be the fraction field of A = 6(S,]. Let I C A be an ideal and let 
f E A. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
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(9 f vanishes on Zsc(I) fl Cent(s,) , 
(ii) 3m~fNl, 3g~AnxZ?, f*“‘+gEZ 
Proof. By the tilde operator, (i) is equivalent to 
(i’) 5!@) fl C!s,) C {a E Spec,(A): f(a) = 0) 
and by Proposition 1.4, (ii) is equivalent to 
(ii’) f E J, for all central prime ideals .Z C A, J 3 I 
We prove now (i’) + (ii’). Let J be a central prime ideal of A containing I. By 
Proposition 1.6, there exists (Y E Spec,(A) such that (Y E clos(Spec,(K)) and that 
supp(‘~) = J. By Proposition 2.10 we have a E C!s?). Since I C supp(a) we 
have a E TX). Then by (i’) we get f(a) = 0, i.e., f E supp(a) = .Z. 
Let us p:ove now (ii) + (i). The property (ii) implies that, on %s (I) fl 
Cent(s,), we have f “‘I + g = 0 and g 2 0 by Proposition 2.6. Hence f =‘O on 
&,$Z) fi Cent(&). q 
3. Central Nullstellensatz for compact global analytic sets 
Let M be a real analytic manifold. We denote by 6(M) its ring of global 
analytic functions and by DM the sheaf of analytic functions on M. Given an ideal 
Z of 0(M), its zero set is 
ZqZ) = {x E M: Vf E I, f(x) = O} . 
Definition 3.1. We say that E C M is a global analytic set if there is f E B(M) such 
that E = f -l(O). We say that T C M is a global semianalytic subset if it is of the 
form 
where h,,,g, E Q(M). 
Definition 3.2. A global analytic set E C M is globally irreducible if and only if, 
whenever E = E, U E, with E, and E, global analytic subsets of M, then E, = E 
or E, = E. 
For more details concerning global analytic sets, we refer to [2] (where they are 
called C-analytic sets). 
Definition 3.3. Let E C M be a global analytic set. We define the zero ideal of E 
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to be: 
4(E) = {f E O(M): vx E E, f(X) = O} . 
The quotient ring B(M)/4(E) is d enoted by B(E). It will be called the ring of 
global analytic functions on E. 
Remark. The ring B(E) may be different from the ring of sections of the quotient 
sheaf oM/4iE, where 9E is the sheaf of germs of analytic functions vanishing on E. 
The following example is due to Efroymson [4]. Consider M = R3 and 
E = {(x, y, z) E R’: z(x* + y’) = x2} .
We define on E the function f by 
1 
1 if x=y=O, 
f(x, y, z) = (2 - 1)’ 
(z _ I)2 + X2 + y2 elsewhere . 
Clearly, f is a section of 0M/9a,. Suppose that f E O(E). Then f has an analytic 
extension f * to a neighborhood E* of E in some complexification [2], and one 
should have f*=O on {z=l}nE* and f*=l on {x=y=O}flE*. This is 
impossible. 
Note that O(E) = H”(E, QMi9,) whenever E is an analytic submanifold of M. 
Definition 3.4. Let EC M be a globally irreducible analytic set. For a E E, we 
denote OE,o = 0’M,u19(E). O’M.a. We say that a is a globally regular point of E if and 
only if QE,, is a regular local ring. We denote by G-Reg(E) the set of globally 
regular points of E. 
Proposition 3.5. G-Reg(E) is a global semianalytic subset of E. 
Proof. Since G-Sing(E) = E\G-Reg( E) is a global analytic set [2], it follows that 
G-Reg(E) is a global semianalytic subset. 0 
If dim(E) = d, then clearly G-Reg(E) C Reg,(E), but this inclusion may be 
strict (cf. [2, Example 11 cl). 
Definition 3.6. Let E C M be a globally irreducible analytic set with dim(E) = d. 
We define the set of central points of E to be 
Cent(E) = {a E E: dim(E,) = dj 
We have an useful characterization of Cent(E) by the following: 
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Proposition 3.7. Cent(E) = clos(G-Reg(E)) = clos(Reg,(E)). 
Proof. Clearly we have 
G-Reg(E) C Reg,(E) C Cent(E) . 
Let us prove that Cent(E) C clos(G-Reg(E)). Suppose that there exists a point 
a E Cent(E) such that a@clos(G-Reg(E)). Then we can find an open neighbor- 
hood U of a in E such that U C G-Sing(E), hence dim(E,,) 5 dim(U) < d and we 
arrive at a contradiction. 0 
From now on, we assume that E is a compact globally irreducible global 
analytic subset of M. We study the real spectrum of the domain B(E) and of its 
quotient field K. First of all, note that there is a canonical map 
E* Spec,(fYE)) , 
u-pa= {fE O(E): f(U)~O} ) 
which is a topological embedding of E into Spec,B(E). On the other hand, since 
E is compact, the ring 6(E) is noetherian and excellent [13]. This essential fact 
leads to the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.8 [lo]. For any (Y E Spec,(O(E)), there exists un unique element a E E 
such that a c /3”. 0 
Theorem 3.9 (Real going down [13]). Fix a E E and let 4 : B(E)-+ ok,, be the 
canonical regular homomorphism between these two excellent rings. Let 
$* : Spec,(0,,,)+ Spec,(Q(E)) be the associated map between real spectra. If 
CY E Spec,(B(E)) and p’ E Spec,(QE,,) are such that (Y C $*( p ‘), then there exists 
(Y’ E Spec,(O’E,,) such that CY’ C 6’ and that a = +*(a’). 0 
From these two results we get the following: 
Proposition 3.10 (Artin-Lang theorem for global analytic sets [13]). Let 
f, , . . , f,, g be elements of B(E). The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) {a~Spec,(B(E)): f,(a)>O,. , f,(a)>O, g(a)=O)fO, 
(ii) {x E E: f,(x) > 0, . . , f,(x) > 0, g(x) = O} i 0. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) Consider (II E Spec,(a(E)) such that 
fi(Q) > 0, . . . 9 fS(Q) > 0, g(a) = 0 . 
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By Lemma 3.8, there exists a E E such that (Y C p ‘. From the real going down 
theorem we can find (Y ’ E Spec,(OE,,) such that 4 *(a ‘) = CY, and hence 
4(f,)(Q’) > 0, . . . > $(f,>(a’) > > 4(g)(c-u’) = 0. 
From Proposition 2.6 we get 
{x E E: f,(x) > 0, . . . , f&>>O, g(x)=Ol,fO> 
which implies (ii). 
(ii)+(i) Clear, since E is embedded in Spec,(O(E)). 0 
From this we deduce immediately, as for Proposition 2.7 the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 3.11 (Tilde operator for global analytic sets). There is an isomorphism, 
the tilde operator, from the boolean algebra of global semianalytic subsets of E, 
onto the boolean algebra of constructible subsets of Spec,(O(E)). This tilde 
operator is characterized by the following property: if f,, . . . , f,,g E B(E) and if 
T={xE E: f,(x)>O,. . . , f,(x)>& &)=O}, 
then 
?= {(Y l Spec,(o(E)): f,(o)>O,. . , f,(o)>O, g(o)=O). 
Conversely, T is the trace on E of the constructible subset ? of Spec,(B(E)). 0 
We shall denote I? = Spec,(O(E)). W e recall an essential property of this tilde 
operator. 
Lemma 3.12 [ 131. Let S C E be a global semianalytic set. Then c*) is a 
constructible subset of E, and cm) fl E = clos(S). So the closure of a global 
semianalytic subset is global semianalytic, and the tilde operator preserves closures 
and interiors. 0 
Note that we know now that Cent(E) is a global semianalytic subset of E. 
Proposition 3.13. Let E C M be a compact globally irreducible global analytic 
subset such that dim(E) = d and let K be the fraction field of 6(E). Then 
clos(Spec,(K)) = CSE) . 
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Proof. To prove that clos(Spec,(K)) CC-E), it is sufficient to prove that 
Spec,(K) C Gzg(E) . 
If (Y @Gsg(E), then (Y E G-G(E). Hence supp(a) 1 4(G-Sing(E)) and 
dim(a) < d, which implies (Y @Spec,(K). 
To prove the reverse inclusion, it is sufficient to prove that 
G-&(E) C clos(Spec,(K)) 
and for this it is sufficient to check that G-Reg(E) C clos(Spec,(K)), since 
clos( Spec,( K)) is an intersection of constructible subsets. So consider a E 
G-Reg(E). If m, C 6(E) is the maximal zero ideal of a, then O’(E),,,U is a regular 
local ring of dimension d. There is a total ordering on O(E),,,U (obtained for 
instance as a restriction of an ordering on the completion which is a power series 
ring). Since K is the field of fractions of 6(E),,,U, this gives an (Y E Spec,(K) such 
that LY fl A C p”. Then p” E clos(Spec,(K)), which is what we wanted. 0 
Proposition 3.14. Let f, , . , . , fs be nonzero elements of 6(E). Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(9 {a E Spec,(K): f,(a) > 0, . . . , fx(a> > O} + 0, 
(ii) {x E Cent(E): f,(x) > 0, . . . , fx(x) > O} f 0. 
Proof. Since {f, > 0, . . . , f, > 0} C E is open, (i) is equivalent to 
{fi >o,r , k. > o} n clos(Spec,(K)) f- 0 , 
which is by Proposition 3.13, and the tilde operator, equivalent to 
{f,>o,. ., fy>O}flCent(E)fO. 
This last assertion is (ii). 
As for Corollary 2.5, we get the following: 
Corollary 3.15. f 2 0 on Cent(E) if and only if f E c K*. 0 
By repeating the proof of Theorem 2.11, mutatis mutandis, we get the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 3.16 (Central Nullstellensatz for global analytic functions). Let E C M be 
a compact globally irreducible global analytic set. Let I be an ideal of O(E), and let 
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K be the quotient field of O(E). Then, for f E B(E), the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(9 f vanishes on 2’(Z) II Cent(S) , 
(ii) 3m~N, 3g~O(E)fl c K2, f2”+gEZ. 0 
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